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Ok, so I'll pardon you drama selling pitch. Here's a scoop simple and simple: If you ever want a chance to be a millionaire (and do it while you're still young), you should give my book a read. Thousands of people have bought it and agree. While I don't need your ten bucks (and Ill prove that to you later) I'm really trying to change your life.
Seriously , no flicker. This book is a gamechanger! This book is packed with information and very well written. I've read most of the semi-final work on how to create wealth and build a business, and most of them are great in one way or another, but few of them are as comprehensive as Fastlane. [Read more reviews] Tired of fake gurus?
Join the Club. As for myself, I'm an entrepreneur first and the author is the second. I became a millionaire at the age of 31. A few years later, I sold my company (for the 2nd time around) for a multimillion dollar cash valuation and *unofficially* in retirement. No, there's no picture as I stand next to my Lamborghini. Yes, I owned a few, but I
understand the reality. No story of a stinking GURU is cirrhing without a bizarre picture of a sports car, a guru leaning against it, smiling ear-to-ear. That's not going to happen. If this impresses you, you won't find a value in my message. Anyway, what matters is this: Every morning I wake up and do whatever I want. I don't have a job.
There is no alarm. No boss. No mortgage. There will be no payment for the car. No bills. (Well, the electric bill has to be paid because I like cold, especially in the summer of Phoenix.) I have something that every person chopping cab wants ... financial freedom, which ultimately translates into real freedom. However, as any young person
who comes in a bit of money will tell you, retirement is initially great, but ultimately it becomes excruciatingly boring. Yes, even Lamborghinis is getting old. At that point, I decided to embark on a new career as an author. Millionaire Fastlane was my first project solved for (3) reasons... Most scammers' gurus, selling affiliate marketing
programs, high-ticket workshops, coaching gigs, free blah trainings. I'm an author, and I never, ever repeat, sell a high-value workshop, skill or mentoring. Period! Most gurus aren't millionaires at all, and if you're going to take money advice from someone, shouldn't that be important? (This video they shot from their crappy one-bedroom
apartment should have given you a hint, right?) I figured it was time for the truth to say: I gag every time I hear a financial guru urine, err, I mean preaching, about cutting off coupons, investing in the stock market, and doing what you love makes millionaires. Give me a break. You deserve better. The best book about wealth! This is, by far,
the best book, written on this topic, better than Rich Daddy's Poor Dad, better than thinking and growing rich, better than any Donald Donald book this book breaks it down. Believe the hype! [Read more reviews] The truth will be told ... Here's the truth, any millionaire under 35, including me, will tell you: Millionaire Wealth has nothing to do
with the stock market, it has nothing to do with cutting off coupons, and it has nothing to do with great work and 401 (k). Mom, think about it. Have you ever met a millionaire in his 20s or 30s who hardened because he clipped coupons and had an amazing 401 (k)? I know wholesale is absurd. If you want to create the type of wealth that
will change your life (I'm talking about $100,000+/month here, rather than the typical swan song guru making 10K a month of shit - a big fucking deal) you really should ditch freaking out 9-5, break up the old plan, and get kicked on a new roadmap - I call it Fastlane Entrepreneurship. Changing lives... There are times in your life when the
light bulb just seems to turn on, the switch just seems to flip. If you want to call once out of them, look no further than this book. This is, by far, the best business book recorded hands down. [Read more reviews] Join the entrepreneurial revolution Fastlane philosophy goes beyond just business and finance: It's a way of life and thinking.
Fastlaners are a small but tightly connected group bound by a common goal: To create value on a global scale while creating personal wealth along the way. It's really a process when you discover that dream life happens instantly. Not only does my book explain the details, more importantly, it explains why your current Slowlane road
(jobs, stock market investing, pointless scrimp-and-save, etc.) is nothing short of a life sentence in prison mediocrity. Some caveats: If you're expecting a book full of blue skies, tales and unicorns (I know shit like do what you love! or stick to your passion!) you'll be disappointed - save your money. This shit sells books, but it doesn't make
millionaires. Also, the front half of my book is likely to make you cry for mercy as it embraces your poor decision-making and your lifestyle as a wannabe millionaire - all of which are Grade 1 tickets right into poverty - no matter how much money you make. (So, what about an athlete who has just filed for bankruptcy? ten bucks spent on
Fastlane, and that would save him a fortune, and that would be you too.) So.... That said, I want to tell you that financial freedom is something that can't be explained or described on some random web page – it's really a dream where you never wake up. I would love for you to join me and other dedicated fastlanchers who have
resurrected their dreams and made the leap from a retreating employee to a fired entrepreneur. Strap yourself in - the journey won't be easy, but it won't be overblown like a 7AM morning trip. Hey, if you really feel merciful, charitable, an added benefit that will help me tremendously: If you buy Fastlane, you give me an amazing chance to
tell major f*ck you publishers - Millionaire Fastlane has sold tens of thousands of copies worldwide and translates into multiple languages - despite its success, no publisher will touch it. Oh, I wonder why? From now on, in my Shakespearean tone, I invite you to millionaire Fastlan. From former NFL football players, to ex-cons, to former
Cubic Warriors; thousands have quit and switched Slowlane for Fastlane - take a step today, and maybe tomorrow we can meet on the beach and share one of these fatty umbrella drinks. I know I know... Yes cliché. Should come with a warning... This book is simply the best entrepreneurial book I've ever read. This book should come with
some type of warning on the cover. Something on the Warning effect, reading this book is dangerous for your work. [Read more reviews] Must read, uniquely entertaining It's nonsense in person the reality of what it takes to achieve your dreams and live a lifestyle most only to dream about. Hands down, this is the best business book I've
read (and I've read all the classics!) [Read more reviews] * Sidewalk (Sidh-wahlk; noun): A financial plan that doesn't exist in concept or form but exists in thinking, usually in the form of welfare, lottery tickets, casino gambling and other various forms of quick action. Sidewalks are events and are looking fast-n-easy in any effort. Motivated
by instant gration and culturally connected, Sidewalkers are sacrificing their future for the sake of being enjoyable now, resulting in almost no net worth. Usage: OMG, have you heard of sidewalker who won the lottery and was still collecting welfare? * Slowlane (Slo-layn; noun): a dogmatic financial plan based on a fatal presumption that
40 to 50 years of gaining employment, trimmed by close-up life, winding savings and regimental investing in the stock market, will somehow make you a millionaire. Slowlaners often lead a life of mediocrity imprisoned by regime doctrines that stand up for and preach by well-known authors and radio personalities. Slowlaners are sacrificing
theirs today, for the promise of a free tomorrow. Usage: OMG cutting off coupons for 3 hours, so you could save twenty bucks so Slowlane. * Fastlane (Fahst-layn; noun): An entering financial plan based on used entrepreneurship that creates extraordinary income and asset values in a short period of time, trimmed (5) Fastlane
Commandments of Need, Entry, Control, Scale and Time. Fastlanchers are processed, recognizing that positive events are products of this process. Fastlanchers consider their time their most expensive asset, not worthy of prostitution for wages. Usage: OMG, it just sold its company for $15 million - it's so Fastlane. If you like money,
Book I'm sure if someone reads this book and implements what MYU teaches, you will be rich. The game is simple. The problem is that most people decide to sit the whole game, or play their whole lives under the wrong rules. [Read more reviews] Give fastlane entrepreneur a napkin n and the idea it will turn into a million bucks. Give it to
anyone else and he will erase his face with him. — MÜ DeMarco (@MJDeMarco) February 16, 2013 Economic turmoil? No problem - I give away a ton of free books. Click here to see if you are eligible. By the way, if you haven't read Millionaire Fast Lane on @MJDeMarco're really missing!!! This will flip your perspective — Kayla Gilman
(@kaylagilman) march 8, 2014 Book Recommendation: Millionaire Fastlan @mjdemarco. Top 3 book for me in terms of entrepreneurship &amp;amp; wealth creation.— Dapper &amp;; Done (@DapperAndDone) June 2, 2015 Millionaire Fastlane may be the best book I've ever read. @mjdemarco - Andy Bowes (@AndyBowsers) October
31, 2012 Rereading @mjdemarco Millionaire Fastlane because its powerful! I frankly didn't read the financial book, who the lessons were so clear! — SelfHelpJunkie (@Self_HelpJunkie) October 10, 2012 Love and @mjdemarco in the same ... his book shook my life! Read it. Time to make some major changes and find #Fastlane —
Corey P. (@Corey_Writes) January 26, 2013 @mjdemarco :) reading your book as we tweet! It's easily the best book I've read all year. Thank! — Carly Benson (@C2thaBeatz) October 4, 2012 loving millionaire Fastlan @mjdemarco - brilliant business wisdom, overflowing with a few swear words! Read! — Anna Louise Simpson
(@themamapreneur) January 22, 2013 @mjdemarco Congrats about reaching the 1000 mark of reviews. Millionaire Fastlane terrific read! — Joe Marin (@josephmarin) June 7, 2012 Just finished reading #millionairefastlane book @MJDeMarco, the best book I've read since #thinkandgrowrich. #motivation #paradigmshift - Nico (@xnicox)
March 7, 2014 @nicolescooper Millionaire Fastlane is one of the best books ever - MI give it to you straight - no pursuers!! @mjdemarco — Carmen (@ccmillifastlane) November 21, 2012 @mjdemarco Thanks for following @mjdemarco. Love millionaire Fastlan. Dozens of copies handed out! — Sharif Halladi (@sharifkhalladi) January 22,
2013 @mjdemarco I AM - thanks for following. Great book! I wish I had it a long time ago. Glad I found it. Truly inspiring and life changing! — Dan Schumann (@dsch01) on July 2, 2012 @mjdemarco 200 pages, and I #diggin this book! I love your casual tone. You keep it at 100% without talking to your audience. — John Harris
(@IPlayWithHEART) August 17, 2012 @mjdemarco love your book!! Should be read for all entrepreneurs!! Thank you for taking time off from retirement to write it!! — Nicole S. Cooper 22 November 2012 Seriously, Seriously, The #themillionairefastlane on @mjdemarco @fastmillionaire is incredible!!! Very #recommend - Chris Cianciulli
(@ChrisCianciulli) December 11, 2012 So great to see @mjdemarco leave a comment on my last post. His book has so changed my attitude to life! getbusylivingblog.com/ - Benny (@Benny_Hsu) August 9, 2012 If you ask me to recommend a book, or what is my all-time favorite? @mjdemarco millionaire's quick lane by Ricardo Angarica
(@mrrick01) May 28, 2012 @mjdemarco Fastlane millionaire MY DEMARCO is the most honest and direct comment &amp;; instructions on entrepreneurship I read. — Vlad Soriano (@VladSoriano) November 5, 2012 @mjdemarco really liked your book. Truly one of the best business books I've ever read. — Phil Reese (@PJREESE)
august 2, 2012 @mjdemarco wanted to say how your book inspired me to join Fastlane. I just did in a week what I used to do in a month. Thank you - Pier Falcomer (@pierfalcomer) October 26, 2012 Thanks for writing this book. Best book Ive read for a long time RT @mjdemarco: @mrreswag thanks for shouting. :) - Chris Bruce
(@MrReSwag) January 17, 2013 @MJDeMarco Just placed my order, glad to read it again! Great M.I. Material, Changes Your Perspective On Almost Everything.- Danny Hamilton (@djhamilton12) March 4, 2014 @MJDeMarco Read your book over 10x and always learn something new. Now my 16-year-old daughter @asking_adrie even
quotes you #fastlane — Kid Corona (@KidCorona) on July 8, 2013 @mjdemarco recommend this book to everyone. We are waiting for the next one! Rate your frankness — Crystal Wells (@ILoveMeMovement) June 13, 2012 @mjdemarco Your book has created such a paradigm change in how I think about success, which is nice to
recommend it! Paying it forward! — Eva Baez (@EvaBaez) September 22, 2012 @mjdemarco listening to your book blows my mind and I'm not in the fastlane section of the book yet! — Owen McGab Enaochwo (@HYVAssistant) On June 25@mjdemarco 2012, my father and brother read your book and encouraged me to do the same! At
21 years old, I feel like I'm listening to the older me! Thank! — Tony Koch (@TonyNevada1) November 15, 2012 @mjdemarco millionaire fastlane is a bomb yes. Can I confirm to you that this is a threat to the work of other gurus if they are no longer after you? — Shegz (@enujowo) July 26, 2012 @mjdemarco Amazing Book Buddy! A
way to teach these authors how to do it right! This economy needs more people like you. - JT Tapias (@PhatBodyCoach) October 30, 2012 @mjdemarco I wish you'd written your book YEARS EARLIER - William Dixon (@imphocused) January 7, 2013 Wow Wow! Millionaire Fastlane by MJ DeMarco is an amazing book and it opened my
eyes to one point. Time limited to 24h/day! — Olaf Gehke (@Entrepreneur_87) january 28, 2013 Finally finished Millionaire Fastlan. Great book! #vtebooklist — Vanson Tan (@IAmVanson) January 13, 2013 @kcjames55 you read Millionaire Fastlane .. Greatest Book of All Time — Joey Ahern (@Joey_Ahern) February 5, 2013
@mjdemarco MJ I got your book and I can't put it down!- Jose Reina (@chipsorveggies) on February 12, 2013 @mjdemarco read your book. The best thing I've read in a long time. Practical and useful information. I hope you continued your success!— Bret Smith (@BretPSmith) February 13, 2013 @mjdemarco Hi MJ!! I just finished your
book and totally love it. Going to read it all again this time, taking notes. Thank!!! — JacquelineSinfield (@JSinfield) April 24, 2013 @MJDeMarco book. really resonates with my own 7+ years of entrepreneurial experience - Justin Chen (@TwoBitJustin) September 26, 2013 I mentioned the importance of Fastlan Millionaire in an article
posted to Forbes recently cc: @MJDeMarco- Allen Walton (@allenthird) June 1, 2015 Page 2 Important Shit right here: Focus on external need, but be guided by the inner A close second to these excitable articles of how to become a millionaire is the guru's equally excitable advice to do what you love, follow your passion and other self-
loving discs. Ach, and another moment for my coffee. So let me get it straight: do you love knitting? Or play video games all day? Or underwater weaving basket? And are you expecting someone to pay you shit for it? Well... guess what?! No one gives a fuck! Honey badger does not care! Your personal motives and love for starting a
business are absolutely unrelated to the market. This is a predictor of failure. I may notice egocentres doing what you love entrepreneurs by a mile; their businesses have drowned in entrenched markets, often addressing the lack of genuine needs or problems, rotting into existence to sell their souls for the best price - call it for what it is - a
selfish entity conceived with selfish thinking. Seriously, do you think someone gives a about your love of video games if it doesn't solve my problem spectacularly? So you know what markets really care about? Solution! Value! Convenience! Fun! Pointless entertainment! I feel good! We look good! Make money! Saving money! Avoiding
problems! The list is endless! And yes, these market demands exist in a vacuum, exclusive of something you love — that's right — the market is an abso-devils-fiercely selfish place, stirring and lashing out at doing what businesses love for breakfast, lunch and dinner. The market dines at a buffet of failure, a generous crop served from
entrepreneurs who just don't get it - the market isn't your bitch! You're his! If you want to succeed in the cut-throat market, be led by any of the aforementioned market points - your decision should be your destination. For example, if you the need for publishing business, your actions should be LED according to the specific need. What do I
need to do to fix this problem? What do you need to learn? Research? What are the first steps? Second? Third? Let the solved problem guide you. Once you put your decision on the market, what market echoes back to you? Appreciate. Customize. Law. Rinse. Repeat. As for all this process, it should be fueled by your inner passion for
freedom, autonomy, achievement or anything else motivating you — the manner of work is the product of these passions. As Mark Cuban says, to hell with following your passion – follow your efforts. Of course, WTF knows Mark Cuban - he's a billionaire and your broken blogger-buddy (someone who says do what you love) rake in the
$353/mo arbitrator adsense, yes, keep listening to him. In other words, what does the market want and what will it pay for? Why on earth should the market give a face as you money? What value do you bring to the world? If I suffer from cancer and you have medication, I don't give crap about your personal ambitions or that you fuck your
face - here, take my goddamn money! Give me medicine! So, before you jump off a cliff and set up a business, STOP AND THINK — do you get in business to become a producer and problem solver? Or selfish to do what you're a lover who doesn't give crap about anything but yourself? Throw in to do what you love and start doing what
the market wants to do. Give the market what it wants and I guarantee you it – you get what you want. Start a business fueled by your desire to solve the problem better than anyone else – it will serve your compass along the journey. Anything you want in life will cost money. To get this money, your internal motivations need to be able to
do something with external demand. Demand.
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